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November 30th, 2012 

Meeting of Opatjia (HR) 
 

Preface 
With the Final Meeting of Opatjia, which took place on Friday 30 November 2012, the Second 
Project of Metaregione, focused on ““Competencies and educational systems related 
to the enterprises role in innovation and profitability”, all the Partners conclude their common 
research and benchmarking on the different educational systems, exploring the best issues for 
improving and setting up permanent and more successful links between schools and 
enterprises. 
In our basic document that kicked off this second Project all the partners showed a great 
interest for an effective competencies’ achievement, so that young people and all the 
employees be able to be and stay competitive, to learn with continual or permanent training, 
to enhance and renew their abilities along the whole work experience and performance. 
To join this objective, our Employers’ Associations and Chambers of Economy have decided: 

- To favour a common policy in their respective national and regional Institutions to 
facilitate an intensive dialogue between their associated enterprises and all the 
educational organizations, public and private, especially those oriented to vocational 
training and technical innovations 

- To unify their efforts for a rapid and complete integration of the competencies’ 
achievement both through formal and informal methodologies, practical study stays in 
enterprises, education on the job, systematic alternance between schools and 
enterprises 

- To introduce in their enterprises a new vision about the knowledge economy and 
competitiveness in innovation, creativity and problem solving 

- To extend in the macro-region concerned the best practices on this dialogue, so that all 
have the opportunity to integrate their own systems with the successful solutions of the 
other partners in their respective context 

- To present to the European Institutions, Unesco, OECD and Council of Europe a 
common Manifesto or Memorandum of Understanding about that new educational 
policy, in order to coordinate all the actions and programmes of capacity building and 
awareness for a better governance of the education and the quality of the expected 
outcomes 

- To ensure their sound commitment towards a more effective action in favour of the job 
creation, the permanent training of their human resources, and a management models 
more specifically oriented to the “intangible assets” of the human capital and corporate 
social responsibility. 

 
Towards a common Manifesto 
All the partners are representative of the productive businesses and entrepreneurial sector of 
their own territories and regions: the “employers” are the most important agents of the 
employability and job creation, as Lisbon Strategy requires in the European Union. 
Specifically, SMEs, primarily involved and key factor for a successful achievement of the 
objectives proposed by METAREGIONE PROJECT N.2, are players with a very prominent and 
irreplaceable role for the value creation and equity sharing of wealth in our countries, 
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especially in this critical period, under the crushing impact of the globalization and financial 
depredation all over the world. 
The SMEs are the backbone of the European Economy. But very often, when the politicians or 
the members of the high bureaucracy used this expression, it was pure rhetoric, without 
effective consequences in reality. 
Some data about the SMEs in Europe show their relevance and weight in the European 
Economy and job creation, at least in form of self-employment, which is in conclusion a great 
contribution to find the job by himself.  
 

Tab. N. 1: Statistics of the SMEs, micro-enterprises and craftsmen in the European Union (2010) 

 

 
 

 
Table 2: Enterprise size class analysis of key indicators, non-financial business economy, EU-27, 2009 

 
Source: Eurostat online data codes  (http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/) 
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As far as the “competences achievement” and the learning to learn for a continual innovation 
and competitiveness of the European economy, the Vocational Training of many SMEs is 
provided in informal ways and complete all the educational actions set up and carried out by 
the “formal” Institutions of the school, from primary until post-doctoral courses. Moreover, 
permanent education and training are more and more required, to conform the skills of the 
employers and employees to up-to-date technologies and innovations. 
The increasing role of the so called post-industrial economies and the intangible assets therein, 
confirm the absolute necessity to join the formal and informal education activities, the 
education on the job and education on the school, as in all the exemplary experiences in the 
past, from the Masters of the Gothic Cathedrals to the workshops of Renaissance, from the 
mechanical innovations appraised by the French Encyclopedists, with their Dictionnaire  
raisonné des sciences, des arts, et des métiers, until the Wiener Werkstätte and Bauhaus 
pedagogical Manifesto. Also the most sophisticated knowledge expression of the sciences 
found their roots in laboratories-school, where innovations and inventions were effect of 
working team with a combined methodology theoretical and practical: Pasteur, Fermi, Levi 
Montalcini, in the scientific sectors, and Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, and others genial pioneers of the 
“net economy”, obtained their results and innovations through that combined approach. This 
typically “European” profiles of the most original competencies, shaped anyhow by the perfect 
integration between practical experiences on the field and theoretical knowledge, provide a 
solid premise to the problem solving, immediately useful applications for social utility, more 
competent skilled workers and manpower. Therefore, it seems undoubtedly sure that the 
integration between practical activities on the job and theoretical studies on the classrooms 
achieve much better and more effectively the expected results. 
On this basis, our METAREGION PROJECT N.2 moved its co-operation design and concluded 
unanimously a set of guidelines and a common Manifesto to be presented to the European, 
National and Regional Institutions, so that appropriate measures should be undertaken for a 
“rapid and urgent change” in the educational and vocational strategies and programmes and 
for a more integrated policy between economic sector, especially embodied by the enterprises, 
and schools at all the level. 
 

 

The contributions of the meeting 
 
The Opatjia Meeting concluded a long cooperation of the Partners for the METAREGIONE 
PROJECT N.2, with many workshops and some basic documents, which are available in 
attachment. 
In Opatjia, al the partners had the opportunity to explain their experiences and best practices, 
about the objectives of the Project, and the present condition of the experimentation in the 
dialogue and cooperation between enterprises and schools. 
The crucial interest of these contributions was evident and welcome: the most advanced level 
of this dialogue in Carinthia and Styria, in Vocational Training through the so called “Duales 
System”, made a careful benchmarking with all other experiences and best practices, with 
benefits for all the parties, no matter if the experiences were simply experimental and pilot, or 
were already functioning and fully adopted in the institutional framework. 
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1- The contribution of the Croatian Partner: the keynote speakers were Ms. Vlasta Linić, City 
of Rijeka, Senior Adviser for Legal affairs and Entrepreneurship development (Creative 
Educational School for young Entrepreneurs, City of Rijeka)  and Mr. Željko Dimitrić, 
Chamber of Trades and Crafts of Primorje and Gorski Kotar, Secretary (Croatia). 

 
1.1. Ms. Vlasta Linić focused on the following topics: 
 

A. The program of development entrepreneurial competence of youth: 
• Education of youth contributes to the developments of an entrepreneurial culture, and development of 

«entrepreneurial spirit» in youth is precondition of society progress in employment, growth, 
competitiveness nad innovation. 

 

B.  The future of labour market? 
• UNESCO, World Bank, OECD  -  education don ’t follow needs and expectations of society! 
• problem of unemployment of youth strengthens  
• Generation without hope in stable employment?  
• creativity and innovativness will be reqiured – how to recognize a problem,  how to solve it and how to 

answer to challenges 
• In Republic of Croatia 99,5% of entrepreneurs make small and middle entrepreneurs + craftsmans – 

workplaces? 
• Change expectations from  “choose a job“ in “create a job” 
 

C. Entrepreneurial competence: 
• our affinity to bring changes and accept inovations ...  
• accepting responsibility, developing strategic vision, setting and achieving goals and motivation for 

success.  
• knowledge, skills and attitudes which are appropriate to specific context (ekonomic, cultural, sports...) 
 customed from Framework  of key competetences 
 

D. Who are entrepreneurs? People who...  
• Take  intiative and bring changes  in surroundings where they live and work and find creative solutions for 

problems and needs  
• Know to see a chance and turn it to venture, personal or professional: they don’t get behavior by birth, 

they learn it. 
• “….the entrepreneur is a product of interaction of every individual inborn tendencies, his family 

background and tradition, educational system in which he studies, historical-cultural and civilization 
achievements of social community in which he grows, economy sytem and state measures of encourage 
bussines, that is entrepreneurial climate, and conditions for overgrowth of free business.” (Kuvačić, N.: 
The entrepreneur and entrepreneurship & Test of entrepreneural tendencies, University of Split, Faculty of 
Economics, Split, 1997. 

         

        E. Educational system? 
• Does it support entrepreneurials competences  development? 
• Does it apply methods which enable acquisition entrepreneurials competences ? (active learning and 

teaching methods)  
• Does it use adequate equipment and technology? 
• Does it have theachers prepared for implementing  active classes? 

        
       F. In brief about Program of Creative Educational School for young Entrepreneurs: 

• Started as pilot-project 2008/2009 (extracurricural program) 
• The goal: development of entrepreneurial abilities and skills of youth (seventh and eight grades) 
• program organiser: the City of Rijeka, City department  of entrepreneurship  
• Co-organiser: Dom mladih from Rijeka (institution) 
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• activities: regular workshops, weekend-school, intense promotion of idea about importance of acquisition 
entrepreneurial competenctions 

• Cooperation with schools and local entrepreneuers 
• Fully financed/co-financed 
• The overall goal: With creative designed entrepreneural program accompanied with appropriate 

methodology, affect  on development of personality and skills which characterize entrepreneur and 
qualify young people to lead a succes business on their own or have a positive influence on changes in 
their environment with theirs acquired entrepreneurial competences. 

 

G. How is implemented:  
• Age of participants: seventh and eight grade of elementary school 
• Number of participants:20 participants in a group 
• Duration of  workshops: 2 hours weekly total program duration: 58 hours 
• A venue: Dom mladih Rijeka 
• Costs for participants: fully covered by the City of Rijeka and Dom mladih – free for participants!  
 

H. How are entrepreneurial competences transffered: 
• Work methods; active methods (brain storming, work with partners, game of roles, team work, work with 

mentors, drama games and methods aimed at actions ( corporate learning and learning through 
revealing) 

• Teachers: team of experts from different fields (psychologist, pedagogoue, teacher and economist, 
marketing experts) 

• equipment: modern digital classroom, internet, comfortable and creative spatial conditions 
 

I. Regular workshops: 
• Average occupancy is 20-30 participants a year 
• Examination of final competences – great progress of participants  
• Extremely satisfaction – desire to stay in program 
 

L. Entrepreneurship Weekend-School: 
• Serves in purpose of animation for regular group of participants (sixth and seventh grades) 
• Great filled (a full capacities of Stara Sušica Castle) 
• Showed fast results of intense work (larger number of menthors - volonteers) 
 

M. Program effects researching: 
• Implemented by independent expert, 
• control and C.E.S. group monitored 
• results – increased participants unconventionality, creativity, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, asserti-veness 

and communicability, attitudes about entrepreneurs and interest for entrepreneurship as well as self-
perceived knowledge about entrepreneurship 

•  results are public presented and published  
 

N. Entrepreneurial learning challenges: 
• There is no forced learning, or learning by heart in entrepreneurship – skills must be developed -  new 

learning methods!  
• request no.1 – learning must be fun! 
• Application of new methods  (games, creative creativity, researchings, internet media, debates, social 

networks) 
• Entrepreneurs inclusion (learning from “masters”) 
• Encouraging work on real cases – rewarding, credits, not evaluations! 
• There is no development of entrepreneurial competences without communicating idea about importance 

of entrepreneurial competences aquisition in youth! 

 

O. Intense promotion: 
• designed radio spot and creative promotional messages  
• created web page for communicating goals and Program settings http://www.kes.com.hr/ 
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• a regular publication of activities is being examined on social network 

• contemporary novel for youth “Do something", (author Zoran Krušvar) is published  
• 200 examples are donated to school libraries of 23 Elementary schools in city of Rijeka  
• There is competition being implemented by fb program according to scenario from book “Do something” 

– open- type (students who aren’t in the program, their parents...) 
• Collaboration with Elementary schools 
• Collaboration with entrepreneurs (meetn wth them) 
• Communication of entrepreneurial learning idea  
• C.E.S. groups establishment at schools 
• to add value for parents (for example, C.E.S. workshops on English, C.E.S. workshops on sports games 

theme - persons from sports field and similar., C.E.S. on internet, e-learning, games,  quiz on internet) 
         

 

1.2. Mr. Željko Dimitrić : 
 
A.    Department of Education : 
• Role of the CROATIAN CHAMBER OF TRADES in the system of vocational education:  education of 

professionals for the trades, particularly at the level of secondary school education and further training of 
craftsmen and artisans potential. 

 

B.    Crafts Law:  
• Regulations on and privileged crafts and way of granting privileges. 
• Rules of Procedure and manner of issuing permits (licenses) and the conditions for carrying out practical 

apprenticeship. 
• Ordinance on the manner of apprenticeship programs and vocational training for crafts and the rights, 

obligations, monitoring, evaluation and assessment of apprentices. 
• Rules of Procedure and Manner of Taking assistant exam. 
• Regulations on the procedure and taking the master's examination and qualification. 

 

        C.    Vocational training for trades: 
• masterful exams 

• Tests of competency 
• retraining in occupations in crafts 
• International Projects 

 

       D.   Croatian education system - the high school level: 
• High School 
• -Vocational Schools 

 

       E.   Vocational training for trades: 
• Licensing 
• Entries 
• curricula 
• contract of apprenticeship 
• Scholarships 
• Working Folder 
• Control Tests 
• Assistant exams 

 

     F.    Croatian Chamber of Trades: 
• craftsmen with the masters exam 
• persons whose has rights by the law due to masters exam 
• persons with appropriate education which provide the knowledge for teaching of apprentices 
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    G.  Requalification in crafts occupation: 
• requalification is designed for adults who have graduated from a vocational high school  and who want to 

change the occupation  
• requalification for access to apprenticeship exam at least one year of experience in the occupation for 

which he wants to take the assistant exam 
• they can retrain for the  occupation from the list of related trades, which were published in programme 

plans 

 

    H.   Access conditions and the structure: 
• examination can be taken by persons who have completed at least primary school 
• making practical work and / or working rehearsals 
• verification of 

 
 

 
2. The contribution of the Slovenian Partners: the keynote speakers were Črtomir 

Špaçapan, Director of the Regional Development Agency of Northern Primorska Ltd. 
(Nova Goriça), and Adrijana Hodak, Director of Intercompany Training Centre,Technical 
School Centre (Nova Goriça), also for the Chambers of Economy of Koper and Nova 
Goriça: 
 

       2.1.    Mr. Crtomir underlined the following concepts and proposals: 
 

A. Options within strategic European Framework:  
• Politicians at the European level have recognised that education and training are essential to the 

development of today's knowledge society and economy.  

• The EU's strategy emphasises countries working together and learning from each other. 

• Europe’s response to globalisation is embodied in the Lisbon strategy, which promotes a society and an 
economy founded on knowledge and innovation. 

• Attaining the new, ambitious benchmark set under the ‘ET 2020’ strategic framework requires more 
effective national initiatives. 

• The economic downturn, combined with the demographic challenge, underlines the urgency of 
improving to the greatest possible extent the efficiency and equity of school systems, while continuing 
to invest efficiently in education and training, so as to meet current and future economic and social 
challenges.   

• The main instrument for European cooperation in vocational education and training is the Copenhagen 
process. This process was initiated in 2002, when the education Ministers of 31 European countries, the 
European social partners and the European Commission adopted the Copenhagen Declaration on 
enhanced cooperation in European vocational education and training. 

• With each EU Member State responsible for its own education and training systems, Union- level policies 
are designed to support national actions and help address common challenges such as: ageing societies, 
skills deficits among the workforce, and global competition. These areas demand joint responses and 
countries can benefit from sharing experiences. 
 

B.  Considerations on the Slovenian Approach to the Policy for the  Educational Innovation: 
• The right to education and training is one of the fundamental human rights and the state is responsible 

for its implementation. The Republic of Slovenia defines this type of activity in the 57th Article of the 
Constitution, according to which it has committed itself to creating opportunities for citizens to obtain 
proper education.  

• In accordance with the White Paper on Education in the RS, exercising of this right requires the provision 
of quality education system at all levels of education, free of charge, at least in the period until the 
university education as well as justice and equality of educational opportunities.  
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• The basic objective of the education and training policy in the modern society is the creation of 
thoughtful individuals who have the knowledge and skills to enable the ability to adapt to the high 
dynamics of economic and social situation realizing their life goals, compete successfully in the labor 
market, work independently and enrich society as active and responsible citizens.  

• In this way, education policy provides young people with the basic conditions for successful 
independence, employability, personal and professional development and quality of life.  

• Education policy is largely under the competence of the state, but in some areas it is complemented by 
local communities. This is also stated in the Local Government Act, that classifies among the original 
tasks of municipalities also promoting educational activities in the area of local communities (Local 
Government  Act, Article 21.). 

• On the other hand we have informal education , which is not regulated by law and is left to the initiative 
of organizations, businesses and schools. It is particularly in concern of private educational institutions. 
For this reason, in the field of non-formal education the local communities are very active and to a 
greater extent they ensure completion of the task of promoting educational activities in accordance 
with the Local Government Act.  

• The objectives of  vocational and technical education and training are to develop key competences, skills 
and vocational qualifications at an internationally comparable level and to provide knowledge and skills 
for employment, further education and lifelong learning. 

• The compulsory part of the technical education curricula includes app. 50 % of theoretical subjects. 
However, in the later years of study, there are a larger range of available elective subjects and 
specifically-oriented contents  which allow vocational orientation and specialisation in a particular field. 
In the final year the course finishes with practical training.  

• Coursework in the first two years stress the development of motivation and transferrable practical 
competences. To  encourage entrepreneurial spirit, autonomy and team work, practice in senior years is 
planned as team  work. In the future, as this structure is fully implemented, it will enable a higher level of 
mobility between courses, pre-qualifications and the rationalisation of education.   

• Social partners should play a key role in promoting the flexibility combined with employment security 
and reduce labor market segmentation, taking into account the role of social partners, through: 

• adaptation of employment legislation, 
• reviewing where necessary the different contractual arrangements and  
• working time arrangements, 

• the issue of undeclared work: better anticipation and positive management of change, including 
economic restructuring, notably changes linked to trade opening, so as to minimize social costs and 
facilitate adaptation, promotion and dissemination of innovative and adaptable forms of work 
organization in order to improve the quality and labor productivity, including health and safety, support 
for transitions in occupational status, including training, self-employment, and geographic mobility. 

 

C. Conclusion: Europe’s future society should be founded on knowledge and innovation. This 
is reflected in the following statement from the European Council: “Providing high-quality education and 

investing more and more effectively in human capital and creativity throughout people’s lives are crucial 
conditions for Europe’s success in a globalised world”(European Council, March 2008) 

 
2.2. Ms. Adrijana Hodak exposed a best practice, with successful results, in the »pilot-

project«1 concerning the Intercompany Training Centre and a Consortium of School 
Centres2: 

 

      A.  On the job training elements:  
• Conditions: Verified work placements (human resources and equipment) and employers'network 
• Most important goal: Responsibility and care for competence development of  future employees,  

                                                 
1 Project is called MUNUS: Developing educational programmes according to the labour market needs.Its mission is: to 

Implement those programmes into school system in 70% of all slovenian professional/technical and VET schools, 
involving about 500 experts and about 1000 companies. 
 
2 The Consortium is supporter of the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport.  
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• Cooperation between school and employer: Partnership: respectful relations, agreements, professional 
communication, Work pplacements at employers, Searching for learning place, Quantity, form, time and 
content in Programme implementing 

• Informing students, employers, teachers, parents, about contract, working conditions, programme, 
Start-up, interim and final meetings 

• Considering expectations of students, employers and schools, Rights and responsibilities of the students 
(Health insurance, Safety at work, Medical check-up, Learning Programme implementation) 

• Monitoring: Visiting students while learning on the job,  Discussing with employers, Obtaining 
information from students, Obtaining and analysing employer  opinions 

• Duration and extension of placements: 3- year courses  have 24 weeks of learning on the job, 4-year 
courses have 4-8 weeks on the job, all around Europe (this year first student exchange to Asia-China) 

• Contracts: Individual contracts and Group contracts 
• National financial support (financed from ESF) for employers who provide work placements for students 

 
2.3. The contribution of the Austrian Partners : the keynote speaker was Michaela 

Marterer (Styrian Association for Education and Economics) for both Carinthia and 
Styria 
 

A. Overview :  

Ms. Marterer exposed a picture of the educational situation in the partners’ countries, about the 
duration of the different levels of school system and transition points, the relevant aspects of the 
Education System in Austria, Career Guidance as essential process to match competencies and needs 
and demands of enterprises and recent developments in praxis in career guidance at school. 

 
Fig.n.1: Comparison between the educational systems of the partners 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
of enterprises 
Recent developments in praxis in career guidance at school 

 
Fig. n. 2: The education system …and the transition points (Guidance) 
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Fig. n. 3: Core Element of VET in Austria. Dual education – Apprenticeship Training 
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Fig. n. 4: Three-pilar-structure of Career Guidance and Counselling at School... 

 
 
 

 + 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Principles, criteria, elements 

• 7th / 8th grade all schools 
• 7th grade focus personal, potentials,  
• 8th grade possible occupations, world of work 
• Information about further educational pathways 
• Insight into world of work (a few days) 
• Connection of subjects with vocational perspectives 
• Task within a „subject“ or „co-ordinated“ 

 
C. Career Management Skills (CMS) 

• CMS from  early childhood as basis for  Lifelong Learning 
• Esp. last year of compulsory school 
• 9th grade PTS – pre-vocational school 
• Main preparation for apprenticeship 
• Orientation, preparation, transition 
• Co-operation within the „pillars“ also with other support structures (social worker, Coaching for 

young people with special needs)  
• Young people recognise their own competencies, potentials and opportunities on labour market 

– „matching“  

 
D. Career guidance at school – recent developments 
• IBOBB – Information, Beratung, Orientierung für Bildung und Beruf = Career Guidance 
• Circular Nr. 17/2009 and 17/2012 (incl. CMS) - "catalog of mandatory measures for career guidance 

- IBOBB of 7th and 8th grade“ 
• Implementation plan concept 
• Mix of activities at school 
• Early work experience at the workplace (mininum 30 units) in the 7th and 8th grade  
• Individual early work experience up to 5 days in the 8th grade optional  
• Involvement of parents 
• Additional activities initiated by enterprises   

 
E. Some examples of external activities / services for young people Styria: 
• Career Catching Counsellors (Since 1999; in 16 districts (except Graz), 17 CCC) 
• Your job (Career Guidance and Counselling in Graz; companies of Styrian Industry) 

Career 
Guidance as a   
subject (with  
curriculum) 
trained teachers  
(studied to be a  
teacher) in  
cooperation 

within  
the different 
school subjects 

School 
councellors  
individual 
guidance 
(teachers with 
additional 

School 

psychologists  

special advice for 

special questions 

e.g.inclusion 

External services  

Career Catching 
Coach  

PES, BIZ, JC 

etc. 
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• Sounding board of “Fascination Techniques”  
• Fascination Techniques (General Education, upper secondary, about 20 schools, 400 students, 20 

companies  
• Take Tech (1 Week, about 2500 students (all types), about 180 companies) 
• Girls’ Day (Process and 1 day: since 2004; around 1.000 girls per year, about 80 schools,about 160 

companies)  

 

F. Some examples of external activities / services for young people Carinthia 
• Berufs- und Bildungsorientierungs-ManagerInnen.Since 2009 8 in Carinthia  
• Seal of quality for career guidance.Since 2011, Focus on gender 
• Co-ordination for career guidance in teachers training 
• Pilot project for career guidance in upper secondary schools „Deine Talente – Deine Zukunft“. 

Volkswirtschaftliche Gesellschaft Kärtnen  
• Girls Day.  
• Berufsorientierungsmesse für Mädchen (BOMM) -Fair for Career Guidance, specified for girls 
• SEMI – High Tech University : interested students in one company and University in Villach and 

Klagenfurt, Infineon 
• Technologies Austria AG, Phillips, University for teachers training  
• Round Table „Schulische Berufsorientierung Kärnten“ . Frauenreferats des Landes Kärnten, der 

Alpen-Adria Universität, AK, AMS, IV, ÖGB, Landesschulrat, Mädchenzentrum Klagenfurt, 
Pädagogische Hochschule und WK 

 

G. Open questions / challenges in Austria 
• Basic competences, maths, languages, social competences; systematic assessment to identify 

basic skills gaps among VET students (25 % of all students “risk group” concerning PISA) 
• Career guidance for all applicants for dual VET (half of applicants come from schools without 

guidance in the last compulsory school year) 
• Early Work Experiences for all to avoid drop about during and after VET : 

– Drop out during apprenticeship 20 %  
– Stay in occupation or branch: 64 %  

 

H. To find new solutions… 
• Use existing networks, working groups and tools of e.g. 
• European Lifelong Guidance Policy Network 
• EARLALL European Association of Regional and Local Authorities for Lifelong Learning 
• Cross-Regional co-operations 
• Crucial factors for better matching between  compentencies of you people and needs and dems 

of enterprises:  
- Open doors for schools / teachers and young people 
- Offer of perspectives for young people 
- Establishment of communication and co-operation for mutual trust between enterprises and 

schools 

 

 
 

2.4. The contribution of the Italian Partners:  the keynote speakers were  Mr. Stefano 
Quaglia, Manager of the Regional Branch of Ministry of Education (Veneto) and Mr. 
Giampaolo Pedron, Confindustria Veneto, General Director (Veneto)  
 
A. The Italian educational system: the last reformations 
The Italian Educational System has been intensively reformed in the last decade. Specifically relevant 
for the objectives of our Metaregione Project n.2 is the reformation of the “apprenticeship”, from 
2010 to 2012. This Reformation has been adopted, after a sound consultation with all the players 
involved: Workers’  Associations, Trainers and Instructors, National Council for the Education, 
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Universities and Scientific Research Organizations, in order to have a shared and coherent 
framework. 
Nevertheless, there are still some aspects to be improved, that’s the transition from the secondary 
cycle  to University and Higher Education System. Italy has not yet modified its system, that 
establishes the age of 19 years  for the Final Certification of the Secondary Schools, while all the other 
countries establish that milestone at 18. 

 
B. The steps of the Italian  educational system:  
Up to 14 years, all the students must attend primary school. Later they have 3 issues:  
1. Secondary High School focused on Classic, Scientific subjects 
2. Secondary High School focused on Technological subjects 
3. Secondary High School focused on Vocational Training 

The compulsory education is established at 2 year of the High Schools. 
The third issue is under the responsibility of the Regions, the first two under the responsibility of the 
State. Nevertheless, between the two system, there are a possible connection or transition. These 3 
issues are concluded with a final competence certification, which allows the entry to the Universities. 
The Reformation has introduced an experimental issue of 2 years for the specialization of those who 
don’t entry to the Universities and wish to improve their competencies portfolio at higher level of 
qualification in the following sectors : Energy saving, Sustainable Mobility, New Technologies for the 
Made in Italy ( in mechanics, fashion, cultural heritage’s activities or professions, Information 
Technologies. These new forms of post-secondary school issues are strongly embedded with the 
practical applications of the enterprises, through the adoption of the “duales System” running in 
Germany, Austria and other Nord-European countries. 
As far as the 3 system (under the Regional responsibility), it is organized in two modules: the first one 
of 3 years, for the fulfillment of the compulsory educational curriculum, and a 4th year for the 
achievement of the professional certification (released by the Regions). 
 

C.  Apprenticeship system:  
 
The Reformation has introduced the issue of the apprenticeship, through a contract with an 
enterprise, from 15th and 25th year’s age. Also this issue permits a formal certification (through an 
informal education on the job).  

 
D. University: 
 
Italian University has two levels of certification: the first one after 3 years (as the “Bachelor Degree”), 
the second one after 2 supplementary years(as the “Master Degree”).  

    
         

       E. The new approach to the reality of economy and labour market:  
       All these reformations is oriented to a new and better connection between the schools and   
        economy (enterprises etc.), so that young people achieve a right entry-level skills to fill their jobs,    
        once involved in the labour market. This objective is possible through :  

- Creation of Centres for the Adult Education, to enhance the competencies which risk the 
obsolescence  

- Aternance job/school, in all the types of curricula, internships, study stays, etc. 
- Institution of committees of representatives of both schools and enterprises  
- Creation of Technological Poles and Incubators for a permanent integration between schools and 

enterprises 
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2.5. The final observations of Prof. Romano Toppan: 

 
At the end of the Meeting, Prof. Romano Toppan concluded with a few considerations about 
the “scenario” (European and International), related to the new vision and new mission of the 
Educational Systems in the present crisis and globalized labour market. 

• The first consideration was on the basic concept of “merit” and “competence”: it is a “pillar” and 
foundation of the modern capitalism and the connected birth of democracy. The transition from a society 
founded on the “privileges”, where a very little number of people owned the major part of the wealth of 
the Nations, not on the basis of the merits and competencies, but only for “divine right”, gave the birth to 
the modern society, founded on the wealth through competencies and merits. Our Metaregione Project 
n.2 is inspired to this principle: the enterprises are the witness of this new vision of the value and wealth 
generation, through the work and human capital, with all the human resources, skills and competencies 
therein. 

• The second consideration is referred to the increasing need of the modern society, to come back to a 
more effective evaluation of the “production” of value through the “work” , more than through the 
“finance”: the global economic  crisis of the present, with its heavy impacts to the wealth of the nations 
and to their debts, employments and enterprises (especially SMEs), is specifically due to the financial 
“preference” for wealth achievement, without a real basis on the value creation. Instead of the value, 
these trends and behaviours (particularly diffused among the bankers and speculating sharks) create 
“bubbles”, completely empty of content, but dangerous and full of poisons. An English saying is “ Don’t 
count the chickens before they hatch”. Well. With the “derivatives” the financial world has sold already 
twenty times many chickens, much before they hatch.  

• The criticisms against these trends come from a number of national and international experts, like the 
Nobel Prizes Joseph Stiglitz, Amartya Sen, Paul Krugman and others, like Richard Sennett, counselor of 
President Obama: he wrote in 2008 a book very meaningful for our topic and vision: “The Craftsman”, just 
to draw our attention to the mind setting of all the civilizations’ progress, that implied always, in its 
successful steps and turnabouts, the integration of the “hands” with the “mind”, of the “practical 
experimentations and applications” with the theoretical thinking, as it happened in all the most important 
discoveries in the history, from creative works of the Renaissance (e.g. Leonardo da Vinci, formed in the 
workshop-school of Verrocchio, not in Harvard University) , to the Pedagogic Manifesto of Bauhaus. 
Moreover, to be “entrepreneur” doesn’t mean necessarily to “invent” new things, said Schumpeter, but 
also “inventing” new combinations of the old things. We have people who create huge values, devoting 
their activities in the wine production: a very old technology, but evergreen and with a great future. 

• The third consideration concerns the Increasing gap between political class and real economic world: 
many of our politicians don’t have any idea about the real world they pretend to rule. We need a continual 
circulation of the élite, to ensure that the politicians don’t become OGM (Organisms Genetically 
Modified), completely devoted to their own privileges and bound up to their chairs without merits and 
even without competencies. All people must, during their education, prove the effective contact with the 
practical problem solving and applications. They will be more effective and conform to the needs of the 
community. 

Practical on the job training is necessary, urgent and important. Our enterprises must be active pioneers for this 
new challenge. 
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Opatjia Manifesto 
Learning by doing: towards a new paradigm of the 

competencies 
 

 
 

                                              

              

        

        

              
 

 

 

 

 

 

We, 
 

  

The Presidents of the Industrial Businesses’ Associations and Organizations of Veneto, Friuli-
Venezia Giulia, Carinthia, Styria, and Economic Chambers of Rijeka, Koper, Nova Goriça, 
TOGETHER WITH Regional Development Agency of Nova Goriça, located in the core of the 
European Union, between the Northeastern Italy, South Austria, Occidental Regions of Slovenia 
and Croatia, having frontiers in common and a common historical affinities since the Roman 
Empire (Decima Regio) until the Austro-Hungarian Empire and European Union enlargement, 
aiming: 

• To promote and favour effective employment policies and innovative improvement and 
enhancement of the human capital, according to European Union Recommendations for 
the knowledge economy and “intangible assets”, 

• To develop and diffuse in their associated enterprises the awareness of the competitive 
advantage related to Vocational and Educational Systems more embedded with the 
productive innovations and processes, 
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• To propose to the Regional, National and European Institutions a new vision of the 
competencies’ achievement through a closer cooperation with the enterprises, and 
establish and associative network for cross-border cooperation. working together on 

social, economic and political issues, especially those oriented to vocational training and 
technical innovations, 

• To ensure, in the present economic crisis, the continuity and extension of the original 
model of the industrial clusters, districts and advanced SMEs’ role in the Local 
Development so far, expanding their businesses in worldwide markets and the activity of 
private and public institutions in support of  them, 

• To favour an urgent and effective start-up of  many new enterprises, especially in the 
innovative sectors,  

• To be a transfer area between Western and Eastern Europe also in the “knowledge 
economy” and immaterial infrastructures, after the infrastructural system of European 
Corridors connecting the two sides of European space, 

• To unify their efforts for a rapid and complete integration of the competencies’ 
achievement both through formal and informal methodologies, practical study stays in 
enterprises, education on the job, systematic alternance between schools and 
enterprises, 

• To introduce in their enterprises a new vision about the knowledge economy and 
competitiveness in innovation, creativity and problem solving, 

• To extend in the macro-region concerned the best practices on this dialogue, so that all 
have the opportunity to integrate their own systems with the successful solutions of the 
other partners in their respective context, 

• To present to the European Institutions, Unesco, OECD and Council of Europe a 
common Manifesto or a Memorandum of Understanding about that new educational 
policy, in order to coordinate all the actions and programmes of capacity building and 
awareness for a better governance of the education and the quality of the expected 
outcomes, 

• To ensure their sound commitment towards a more effective action in favour of the job 
creation, the permanent training of their human resources, and a management models 
more specifically oriented to the “intangible assets” of the human capital and corporate 
social responsibility. 

 

Convened in Opatjia (Croatia) on November 30th 2012, within the frame of the Metaregione 
Cross-border Cooperation Project n.2, on “Competencies and educational systems related to 
the enterprises role in innovation and profitability”, with a Meeting of all the partners and their 
representations and experts,  
 

CONSIDERING  
 

1. That many employers can’t find people with the right entry-level skills to fill their jobs,  
2. That it is urgent to close the gap, pioneering new approaches to successfully transition 

from education into employment  
3. That Employers, education providers, and youth live in parallel universes, 
4. That Innovative and effective educational programs around the world have important 

elements in common, specifically in our Metaregione area, 
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5. That creating a successful education-to-employment system requires new incentives, 
new legislations and new Structures, 

6. That Education-to-employment solutions need to scale up.  

 

DECIDE 
 

• To establish a common strategy for the achievement of the competencies by means a 
more intensive integration between industries, enterprises, businesses’ organizations, 
so as to promote the local development of the border regions and favour profitable 
exchanges and intermediation between the territories concerned on the relations 
between Schools and Economic activities; 

• To establish through this action, a wider and deeper bridge of cooperation between 
their own training and human resources development on the job and those which are 
achieved in the Schools at all levels, Vocational Training Centres and other types of 
educational institutions; 

• To present their proposals to the Regional, National and European Institutions 
concerned 

• To disseminate this Manifesto and its proposals to all the Sisters’ Association and 
Organizations,  

• To introduce this strategy in all the negotiations with the Workers’ organizations and 
other stakeholders 

• To involve the Schools, with their students, teachers and parents, in awareness 
workshops and meetings, in the educational planning, in the Events, Advertising 
programmes and publications concerning all the forms of dialogue and exchanges 
between schools, students, job seekers,  

• To participate actively to the daily action of the public and private employment services 
and to offer a full availability to their matching action between competencies and jobs 

• To contribute to the reformation of the legislations about the culture, education and 
research  

 

CONFIRM 
 

• The importance of well-consolidated networks between the partners in order to be 
competitive in the globalization and to meet the development, job creation and 
competitiveness requirements of the sectors of our territories; 

• The advantages of the competitiveness of our regions, taking into account the strategic 
location, from the viewpoint of geo-marketing, intercultural and interethnic public 
awareness concerning the languages, traditions, religions, that at present are absolutely 
necessary for all the nations, for different levels of development and that characterize the 
sectors our communities work in; 

• The innate capacity of our population to combine both social capital and human and 
cultural potential, that make our “Euroregion” original in its identity and in favour of the 
integration between the Regions and avoidance of differences; 

• The increased power we will achieve as employers’ associations  both in the institutional 
dialogue with our governments in the dialogue and exchange with European Union and 
other the international organizations interested to the continual improvement of the 
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culture and science the consolidated experience in our territories, concerning the 
different models of education and professional competencies in the global market, using 
the benchmarking methodology and experimentation, also through Partnerships in the 
European Projects or Tenders, based on programmes, overall objectives and processes to 
which the educational entities and local public and private associations or institutions are 
the main actors and players; 

• The synergies and profitable outcomes we can achieve thanks to the use of integrated 
strategies, to the implementation and promotion of common initiatives, involving the 
participation of the enterprises, families, students and schools in the social, economic and 
cultural innovation of the society, in order to act with stronger capacity and effectiveness 
in the use of educational resources and investments. 

 
ESTABLISH 

 
• The “leitbild” of our agreement is to establish a pact between the regions and set up a 

network, aiming to create an educational common policy of our region as a whole; 
• Our strategy includes a series of priorities that constitute the basis of this agreement and 

through which we are committed to harmonize the plans, programmes and actions of our 
initiatives in the educational systems 

• The principles, according to which we propose our priorities, are subsidiarity, in order to 
favour the process of decentralization of power also in the educational systems, 
sustainability, in order to adopt new indicators of competencies development and 
achievement, that are in compliance with the indicators of the professional requirements 
on the job, cooperation: taking into consideration the fact that it represents a privileged 
way for achievement of the relevant solutions concerning the common problems and to 
confer visibility to our territories within the frame of the national and international 
scenario; coordination, so that our priorities will be correlated to each other and in 
harmony, as a process of creation of values, local development, to think global and to act 
locally, that permits us to capitalize the material and immaterial resources of our 
communities. 

 
Taking into consideration everything exposed above, we are firmly convinced that the 
establishment of an association directed towards collaboration between our employers’ 
associations will constitute an appropriate and focused approach to build a more efficient way 
for a prosper future of our communities. 
 

Subscribers: 
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Proposal for the further development of the Project3 
 
 

 
From the perspective of the Federations of Carinthian and Styrian Industries, the project shall 
provide tangible benefits to the member companies of the participating organisations. In the 
area of education, there is the concrete potential for enterprises to effectively ensure added 
value in this sensitive future-field. In spite of the fact that competence in this area lies at a 
national level, there are many opportunities also on a regional level, which may well be able to 
achieve a strong and noticeable impact.  
 
The aim to provide tangible benefits to the companies in the region makes it indispensable to 
commence a concrete project implementation phase.  
Building a network to establish common education policies in the region, we can set up and 
carry out common projects in the region, of which three shall be described here in an 
exemplary manner: 
 

1. Qualification needs study of regional companies and employers: 
 
Questions to be answered in this study and further aspects: 

• What are specific demands for qualification and how well are they addressed? 
• What specific expectations and requirements do employers (companies) in the region 

have towards graduates, and how well do young people manage to meet these? 
• Where are significant differences between the regions, and how can they be explained 

from the perspective of education and TVET policy? 
• From a employers’ view: What is going well in which region and what not? 

 
2. Supra-regional educational careers: 

 

Youth unemployment is becoming one of Europe’s biggest problems. Raising awareness 
within Metaregione is one major step, and creating concrete possibilities for politics, 
society and especially for companies in order to counteract this trend, on the other hand, 
would be another important and media effective starting point. 
 
The spectrum of possible measures: 
• Programmes to promote studying in three or more countries of Metaregione 
• Supra-regional student exchange 
• Creating a pool of business and technical internships especially for young people from 

Metaregione 
• Scholarships via university co-operations 

 
 

                                                 
3
 Proposed by Carinthian and Styrian Partners. In the rating of the young unemployment, Austria, with Germany, 

Denmark, Holland,  have the lowest rate of unemployment, thanks just to their educational system, based on a 

permanent cooperation between employers and employees (in Germany this methodology is named: Mitbestimmung, 

that’ Co-decision or Co-determination) 
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3. Strengthening young people’s entrepreneurial thinking and action  

 
Regarding the problematic situation of youth employment, which is not expected to 
change significantly in the next few years, it will be essential to make young people aware 
of the self-employed alternative to being an employed worker. Also irrespective of labour 
market developments, promoting entrepreneurial thinking of young people is beneficial. In 
the project “JUNIOR – pupils set up a business”, young people are encouraged to gain real 
entrepreneurial experience while still at school under the motto “invent your work”. This 
project has been established in Austria already since the 1990s. With the help of employers’ 
associations, it would be conceivable to set up a project structure also in Metaregione.  
 
Graz, Klagenfurt, June 2013 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


